
1. Maintains dog's health (vaccines, exams, appears healthy) 

2. Owner commits to on-going training, adequate daily play and exercise plan 

3. Owner has obtained ID for dog’s collar with dog’s name and owner’s phone number 

Owner Responsibilities 

Green Leash Achievements 
Call or Text: 801.810.5955     Email: info@fullhousedogtraining.com 

1. Dog allows owner to take away a treat or toy 

2. Allows (in any position) petting by a friendly child & adult  

3. Grooming—allows owner handling, brushing and brief exam (ears & feet) with no 
biting/growling 

4. Loose-Leash Walking—follows owner in three figure-eight formations without hitting 
the end of the leash while using only a leash and collar or slip lead type leash 

5. Calm Around Other People—remains calm while handler greets three people  

6. Reaction to Another Dog—two handlers approach from 20 feet away, each with a 
dog on leash, stop and greet each other and continue on their path.  Dog remains 
calm. 

7. Sits & Downs on command—dog reliably performs these commands with no aid  
other than voice or hand signals from handler.  Handler then selects one position for 
dog to remain while moving 5 steps away and returns. 

8. Recall—dog comes to owner from 20 feet away when name is called with minimal 
distraction. 

9. Reaction to Distractions—no reaction to moderate distractions (dropping a pan, 
chair, etc) presented 15 feet away. 

10. Stay on leash with another person with no emotional distress while owner is out of 
sight for 3 minutes. 

Dog Behaviors 

The Full House Leash Achievement program rewards owners who are developing their dog’s core abilities of mental stability and 

obedience.  The focus of this reward program is to challenge owners to continually improve their dog’s capabilities in a variety of 

environments.  Developing these skills creates opportunities for dog and handler to build a bond and relationship of trust that ulti-

mately produces a higher level of enjoyment in spending time with your dog! 

Green Leash Achievements—these elementary behaviors create a solid foundation in which you can       
continue to elevate your dog’s abilities to maintain control of their emotions and impulses as you begin to 
work around higher levels of distractions! 
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